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Abstract: Since several years ago there are several window techniques such as Hanning, 

Hamming, Blackman and Flat –top window have been used to minimize effects like spectral 

leakage and scalloping losses due to direct truncation of signals before fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) processor. For real time applications window functions have been adopted, where there 

are two ways for the implementation one is software and another one is ROM based 

implementation. But there are some constraints regarding the software and ROM based 

implementation. The throughput in case of the software implementation and the flexibility in 

case of the ROM based implementations, are the two main constraints. There are several window 

techniques like Hanning, Hamming and Blackman are addressed for real time efficient VLSI 

implementation. In this paper we generate the Flat-Top window function based on scale free 

CORDIC processor. These circuits are implemented on FPGA device Virtex-6(xc6vcx75t-

2ff484).The software Xilinx 13.1 and very high speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) hardware 

description language (HDL) VHDL language are incorporate in the designing of this window 

functions.  

Keywords: Scale free CORDIC processor, Flat-Top Window,VHDL. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

VLSI design engineers have two choices one is the dedicated DSP processor , another one is 

either a programmable logic devices (PLDs) or application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for 

the implementation of different digital circuits [1-3]. In integrated circuit technology for the 

hardware implementation design engineer try to improves the speed, cost as well as minimization 

of area to meet the moor‟s law, which says that in every ten years the component of IC becomes 

doubles. Programmable logic devices are important but hardware description languages (HDL) 

are also important for the implementing the different digital circuits. HDLs are a language,which 

is acronym for hardware description language.It is text based digital circuit design where basic 

logic gates and registers are connected by different interconnection switches and also connected 

in schematic pattern. The HDLs  which  used by VLSI design engineers are Verilog and 

VHDL.The Verilog and VHDL are IEEE standards.These HDLs languages can be used for the 

designing of digital circuits in VLSI hardwrae.For real time spectral analysis the fast fourier 

transform (FFT) is being used as a powerful tool to compute discrete Fourier 

transform(DFT),where spectral leakage and scalloping losses are pitfalls associated with this 
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techniques which is caused due to direct truncation of the the signal.For the reduction of these 

errors the different window functions are used before after FFT process to minimize the spectral 

leakage and scalloping losses.Many hardware and architectures are available for the variable 

length and high throughput FFT processors in the different domain of signal, image and 

communication system.For the required specification of variable length FFT processors in terms 

of length of the transform and throughput, a flexible and high throughput VLSI architecture for 

window generation is required.There are several window function generation efficient  VLSI 

architectures in Digital signal processing field like hanning and hamming blackman and 

blackman-harris  window functions.However there is no efficient hardware architecture of flat-

top window.In 2013 the effiecient hardware architecture is proposed  by kailsh .k Rao using the 

compensated CORDIC algorithm.In this paper we proposed the flat-top window function VLSI 

architecture using scale free CORDIC algorithm.In this paper we use VHDL language for the 

implementation flat-top window functions.Here we describe the conventional CORDIC 

algorithm,scale free CORDIC algorithm and flat-top window functions.The FPGA device are 

used for the implementation of flat- top window functions is vertex-5(5vlx20tff323-2).  

II. CORDIC ALGORITHM 

A. Conventional CORDIC Algorithm - CORDIC [4,6] (Co-ordinate rotation digital Computer) 

algorithm is very useful algorithm for the computations of the linear, trigonometric and algebraic 

functions.This is a necessarry blocks for the calculations of the some important signals  like sine 

and cosine which are important for the field of signal processing. The CORDIC algorithm is a 

vector rotation algorithm which is presented as follows: 

 
x′

y′ =  
cos θ  sinθ

sinθ  cosθ
 =cos θ  

1      tan θ

tan θ      1
  

x
y                                                                               (1)                                                                                                  

where (x‟,y‟) is the output vector resulting from rotation of input vector(x, y) through an angle 

θ.The angle  θ is divided into several micro-rotations αi = tan−1(2−i) of a set of  iterative stages 

to rotate initial vector (x, y).The angle θ  can be represents  in terms of  αi  as givem below 

 θ =  diαi
m−1
i=0                                                                                                                             (2)                                                                                                                   

where i varies from 0 to m-1 and m is integer equal to bit precision and di ∈  +1, −1  depends 

upon the direction of rotations. 

 
x′

y′ =k  
1         − di2

−i

di2
−i               1

  
x
y                                                                                                           (3)                                                                                               

The value of di  depends on the sign of the residue angle zi  where initial value of  zi is equal to z0 

= θ. Residue angle  during next iteration can be found using the micro rotation angle αi  as 

follows: 
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zi+1=zi  - diαi                                                                                                                             (4)                                                                                                                                                                                                            

The CORDIC algorithm is acted in three different coordinate system like circular, linear and 

hyperbolic. This theory [5,7] was suggested by the walther in 1971.He introduced one more 

variable in the iterative equations i.e µ as shown below  

xi+1=xi-μdiyi2
−i 

yi+1=yi+μdixi2
−i                                                                                                                   (5)                                                                                                                                      

zi+1=zi  - diαi   

as CORDIC used in circular, linear and hyperbolic trajectory respectively. 

 

B. Scale free CORDIC Algorithm - Decomposition of angle of rotation into micro rotations-In 

conventional CORDIC, the angle of rotation is used as follows (i) the elementary angles are 

defined according to the  2−i where i is the no iteration and ROM is used as a storage circuit for 

the elementary angles, (ii) the micro-rotation corresponding to all the elementary angles are 

performed  in clock-wise or anti clock wise, and (iii) each elementary angle is non repeated., but 

in scale free CORDIC Processor[9-13] the micro-rotations are rotated in only one direction with 

multiple times corresponding to the initial shifts and for other shifts  non-repeated iterations are 

included. 

(a) For elimination of the ROM which is used for storage of elementary angles and for 

simplification of the hardware define the elementary angles as: αi = 2−si  where si is the number 

of shifts for i
th

 iteration.  

(b)The most –significant- one location represent  the bit position of the one (1)  in an input 

string of bits starting from most significant bit (MSB).The MSO location identifier(MSO-LI) 

generates an n-bit output for a 2nbit input string. It is used for finding the shift index. si = N −

M, N is the word length of the input data and M is the location of the most significant bit (one) 

in N input string. 

(c)The order of approximation of Taylor series decides the largest elementary angle. The basic 

shift and the largest elementary angle for third order of approximation are to be: 

                                        sb =  
l−log 2(4!)

4
                                                                                         (6) 

                                         αmax = 2−sb                                                                                            (7) 

where l is the word-length. For 16 bit word length, sb =  2.854 .Depending upon the desired 

accuracy, one can either select sb = 2 or sb=3. Any rotation angle θ is expressed as: 

                                   θ = n1. αmax + n2.  αsi                                                                          (8) 
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where si ≥ sb  and n =n1  + n2 ,n is the total no of iterations „n‟ is a constant. The number of 

frequentness for third orders taylor series approximation is seven. 

Micro-rotation Sequence Generation- Input: Angle to be rotated θi. Most significant ones bit 

location MSOB(location)=MSOB-LI(location identifier) .If ML=15 then α=0.25 radians, Shift si 

=2, θi+1=θi − α  otherwise Shift si = 16 − ML,  θi+1 = θi with θi ML = ′0′. 

Table 1 shows that the elementary angles corresponding to the basic shift values. The 

percentage error for the sin and cos is indistinguishable for the range (0,π/4).So the maximum 

angle of rotation handled by micro-rotation sequence generation lies in the range (0,π/4). 

Table 1:  Elementary Angles vs. Corresponding Shifts  

 

 

 

 

 

The following points are important for the designing of micro-rotation sequence generator.  

(i)For  N − MSOBlocation < sb .Then the Shift index would be used corresponding the highest 

elementary angle αmax =0.25 radians with shift index=2. 

(ii)For  N − MSOBlocation ≥ sb .  The highest elementary angle αsi would be employed for the 

CORDIC iteration corresponding the si = 16 − M.  

The third order taylor series augmentation of sine cosine functions give the revolving matrix for 

the proposed architecture. In complete scale free CORDIC algorithm for simplification of 

equations of rotation matrix, the taylor series coefficient !3 are shifted by 2
3
. 

                         Ri =  
1 − 2− 2si +1         − (2−si − 2− 3si +3 

2−si − 2− 3si+3                             1−2−(2si +1)
                                                 (9)                             

Figure 1 shows the coordinate calculation unit by which calculate the xi  and yi  value. Shift 

index calculation si  unit shown in Figure2.Shift index calculation depends on the elementary 

angles. The elementary angles calculation or micro rotation sequence generator unit shown in 

Figure 3. 

    Shifts             Elementary  Angle(αi) 

     (si) 

                       Decimal    16- bit Hexadecimal 

     2                    0.25            4000H 

     3                    0.125          2000H 

     4                   0.0625         1000H 
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Figure1: Design of Coordinate calculation unit                            Figure 2: Shift Index si calculation unit                      

                     

               

Figure 3: Micro-rotation sequence generator                                     Figure 4: Angle generator unit 

 (C) Flat-Top Window Function 

 For reduction of the undesirable effects such as spectral leakage and scalloping loss present in 

the spectrum of a signal computed using FFT, different window functions are being used in 

spectrum analysis. These losses are present in the spectrum due to discontinuity at the 

boundaries of signal which is truncated to match the length points of the FFT. Window 

functions are characterized by different parameters like main lobe width, maximum side lobe 

level, side lobe roll-off rate, coherent gain and equivalent noise bandwidth. Many popular 

windows like hanning, hamming, blackman- harris and Flat- top windows have been proposed 

over time period of time based on scale free CORDIC algorithm. During spectral analysis, input 

signals are preprocessed before FFT by multiplying window functions as depicted in Figure5. 

and presented mathematically as follows. 
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g0(n) =wft(n).gi(n)                                                                                                                     (10) 

where n is the discrete time index gi(n) is the input signal sequence wft(n) is flat-top window 

function and g0(n) is the windowed o/p data sequence. Here wft(n) is defined as: 

wft(n) = a0 − a1 cos  
2πn

N
 +a2 cos  

4πn

N
 − a3cos  

6πn

N
 +a4 cos  

8πn

N
                                  (11) 

where co-efficient a0,a1,a2,a3 and a are 0.2155,0.166,0.22, 0.835 and 0.0069 respectively time 

index which varies from 0<n<N-1 where N is the window length. Flat-top windows provide a 

wider main lobe compared to other popular window functions. This window has the advantage 

of minimum amplitude error which is less than 0.01 dB approximately and maximum side lobe 

level is about -93 dB which is lowest compared to other popular window flat-top window 

functions as defined in equation no(11).The CORDIC algorithm is the most suitable choice for 

the implementation of the flat-top window functions.  

III. The Proposed Flat-Top Architecture 

In this section, the proposed architecture of flat –top window function [14] along with each 

individual blocks have been presented. In this architecture we use four scale free CORDIC 

architecture and one linear conventional CORDIC processor along with angle generator block 

for generation of the flat-top window function. 

Angle generator architecture- The cosine terms as in equation no.11 are 𝜃1 𝑛 =
2𝜋𝑛

𝑁
 

, 𝜃2 𝑛 =
4𝜋𝑛

𝑁
, 𝜃3 𝑛 =

6𝜋𝑛

𝑁
 and     

𝜃4 𝑛 =
8𝜋𝑛

𝑁
  have been calculated by angle generator circuit ..The angle sequences of 

 𝜃1(n+1) = 𝜃1(n) + 
2𝜋𝑛

𝑁
 

𝜃2(n+1) = 𝜃2(n) + 
4𝜋𝑛

𝑁
                                                                                                             (12) 

θ3(n+1) = θ3(n) + 
6πn

N
 

θ4(n+1) = θ4(n) + 
8πn

N
 

Here, the value of θ1(nθ3(n),), θ2(n), θ3(n), θ4(n) are zero for n=0 and varies from 0 to 2π in the 

steps of the   
2πn

N
, 

4πn

N
, 

6πn

N
, 

8πn

N
 respectively, where n is the discrete time index and varies from 0 

to (n-1), where N is window length. The angle generator architecture shown in Figure 5. 

Hard Wired Shifter- Here a new hardwired shifter which requires no hardware as shown in Figure 6 is 

designed and used to generate angle increment required for every next discrete point of angle sequences. 

Angle generator unit is capable of producing all the discrete angle sequence corresponding to window 
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length, N, selected by user. As in Eq.(11), angle sequences θ2(n), θ4(n) are generated by right shifting 

θ1(n), through 1-bit and 2-bit respectively. Angle sequence θ3(n), is generated by adding 

θ1 (n) and θ2 (n).Angle increment for θ1 is computed through a hard wired shifter using window 

length as input, hard wired shifter uses window length of N, as input and output of 
2π

N
 as shown 

in Figure 6.The proposed architecture for the implementation of Flat-top window functions 

consists of scale free CORDIC processor, angle generator circuit and linear conventional 

CORDIC processor. The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 7. 

 

                                                                            16‟d0         
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                                                                                                   θ1                          θ2             +                                θ4 

                                                                                                                                                 θ3 

Figure 5: Angle generator architecture 
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N Hard Wired Shifter 
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Figure 6: Hard Wired Shifter 
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Figure 7: Flat –Top window Function architecture 

IV. RESULTS 

(A) HDL Synthesis Report of CORDIC Algorithm based Flat-Top Window Function VLSI 

Architecture –  

Device: Selected Device: Virtex 6-xc6vx75T-2ff484, Speed Grade: -2 

 Flat –Top window Function architecture 

 

Figure 8: Waveform of CORDIC Algorithm based Flat-Top Window Function VLSI Architecture  
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     N 
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Table 2: Flat –Top window function device utilization summary 

 

 

 

Flat-Top window function architecture designed using conventional linear CORDIC processor 

and scale free circular CORDIC processor. These are designed using Xilinx13.1 VHDL 

module and are mapped into Virtex-6(xc6vcx75t-2ff484) device. Table 2 shows that for 16 bit 

implementation, the architecture design consumes 3,570 slices and 12,237 4- input LUTs, with 

a maximum operating frequency 25.207MHz. The total delay is 16.537 ns. In this design, 

logical delay is 2.566 ns and route delay is 13.91 ns. 
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Area - In the design with linear and circular CORDIC processor, twelve, 16-bit adder/subtractor 

in which 16-bit adder is three and 16- bit subtractor is six and 4464 registers were used. The 

number of latches, comparators and multiplexers used are 1541 and 7322 respectively. The 

number of XOR logic gate used is 22932. 

Slice Logic Utilization-(a) Number of Slice Registers: 3531 out of 93120 3% (b) Number of 

Slice LUTs: 13929 out of 46560 29% (c) Number used as Logic: 13929 out of 46560 29% 

Latency & Delay 

The throughput of all the architecture is equal; it is one data/clock cycle. Latency is the number 

of iteration of the pipelined CORDIC processor. In this architecture design there are four scale 

free circular CORDIC and four conventional linear CORDIC processor. So the total pipeline 

stages for this design are 104.  

Table 3: Window Function Generator Design Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 shows flat-top window function generator design summary using linear CORDIC Processor and 

Scale-Free Circular CORDIC Processor. The phase response is linear for the Flat-Top window function 

based FIR filter as shown in Figure 9 and 10.The magnitude response characteristics is also shown in 

Figure 9 and 10.As increasing the window length the ripple are increased. 

ROC(radians) [-0.785,0.785] 

Parameters Window Function Generator-Design 

 LCP+ Scale –Free CCP 

BELs 14249 

Flip Flops 2210 

Max.Freq. MHz(A) 25.207 

No.of Iterations (B) 104 

Delay nsec.(B/A) 368 

Total delay 16.537ns 

Logical delay 2.566ns,15.5% 

Route delay 13.91ns,84.5% 
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Figure 9: MATLAB output of Flat Window Function Output for window length N= 3200 

 

Figure 10: MATLAB output of Flat Window Function Output for window length N= 512 

V.   CONCLUSION 

In this paper we design the Flat-top window function hardware efficient VLSI architecture using 

scale free CORDIC processor. The frequency of this architecture is 25.207MHz. There is no 

combinational path delay. The consumed area of this designing in terms of the BELs is 

14249.This architecture has window length variation from 32 to 3200. In Figure 8 and Table 2 

shows the output waveform and device utilization summary of the Flat-Top window architecture 

using VHDL language and Xilinx 13.1 software. Using MATLAB FDA tool we observe the 

output (magnitude response and phase response of FIR filter (low pass) using flat-top window 

function having window length N= 3200 and N= 512 as shown in Figure 9 and 10 respectively. 

Delays counted before clock and after clock are 18.749 ns and 16.53 ns respectively. 
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